Dear Friends of the Forest,
With our plans clear, the IFTdays newsletter is back! In this 4th
newsletter we present three contributors, seminar day speaker Yasushi
Suko, a doctoral student from University of Tampere and a
professional performing arts group from Northern Finland - Vaara
Collective - who’s founding members Elsa Lankinen and Sara Saxholm
connect their performance firmly into nature.

Yasushi Suko
Yasushi Suko is doing research on the
restorative (therapeutic) effect of nature
sounds (for example, birdsong, the
sound of the river flowing, etc.) on highly
stressed people whose access to the
outdoors is challenged. In 2019, he and
his colleagues conducted a pioneering
study in Japan which was to investigate
whether nature sounds could improve
surgeons’ mood after surgery.
What are some main challenges you are
facing in your work?
“I have inadequate experience in
participation to Forest Therapy. I hope
that on site experience could enhance
my knowledge and develop my idea in
my research field.”
Would you like to shortly share one personal forest/nature experience that has
been significant to you?
“When I lived in Japan, I lived in a suburb of Tokyo. I used to visit the Chichibu
forest with my supervisor during my Master studies when I also participated in a
Cyberforest research project. One morning in early June when I was again in
Chichibu forest, I listened to the wonderful birdsong. It was a very impressive and
an unforgettable moment.”
What do you wish to gain from and bring to IFTDays 2020?
“I am eager to know all the participants' ideas and experiences relating to forests.
But of course I would love to present my research findings on the therapeutic
effect of nature sounds recorded in forests”.

Vaara Collective - Elsa Lankinen & Sara
Saxholm
Vaara
(eng.
danger,
forested hill, risk.) collective
is a professional performing
arts group based in Eastern
Finland and they connect
their performance firmly into
nature.
Of
the
two
founding
members, Elsa Lankinen is a
theatre artist based in
Kainuu. In her works come
together
ecological
awareness,
ritual
art,
performance,
community
theatre with human and
non-human well-being and
connection.

Sara Saxholm, the other founder of the Collective, is a performing artist, singer,
singing teacher, nature lover and a mother of three, living in Kajaani, Kainuu.
She is interested in finding connections with all different layers in us and in or with
our surroundings. Silent stories - immersive forest travel is their first artistic work

together as an artist duo.
How does your work relate to forests?
“Diverse forest nature is the key to our wellbeing in life and great inspiration in our
artistic practise. Through art we seek to promote environmental awareness and
human connection to non-human life. In silent stories immersive forest travel
-performance we work with forest nature materials, in doors. Moss, water, stones
and trees can tell their own story.”

Vaara Collective - Elsa Lankinen & Sara Saxholm
What are some main challenges you are
facing in your work?
“In our artistic practise we try to work
and
act
towards
ecological
transformation and a sustainable future.
We see lots of possibilities combining art
and forest therapy with different groups
and communities. But how can we
integrate applied arts to different
structures of our society?”
Would you like to shortly share one
personal forest/nature experience that
has been significant to you?
“I feel a strong connection with trees.
Their sense of time and rhythm is so
slow compared to us. With threes I can
feel my true size and knowledge, which
is quite small! They help to sense the
connection in life.” -Elsa Lankinen
“I love to walk slowly in different kinds of
forests. I love to explore them with all of
my senses. Forest makes me more alive,
more me and more one with the whole
universe. Both at the same time.” -Sara
Saxholm

What do you wish to gain from and bring to IFTDays 2020?
“We hope to find connections with people around the world. We truly wish to spread
artistic practices into different fields of forest therapy.”

